
I. Political Forces Behind Holocaust 
A. Jews eventually            (#1) from society  

1. Removed from            (#2) & public            (#3) 
2. Burned            (#4) written by Jews 
3. Confiscating businesses and            (#5) 
4. Excluded from public            (#6) 

B. 1935            (#7) Laws (2 mandates) 
1. “Law for the Protection of German Blood and German Honor”—forbade 

marriage between Jews & Germans 
2. “Reich Citizenship Law”—only people of German or related blood were 

eligible for citizenship 
II. Kristallnacht: Night of Broken            (#8) 

A. 17 yr. old Hershel Grynszpan shoots            (#9) diplomat Ernst vom Rath in 
Paris 

B. Nazis react            (#10)—loot and destroy Jewish homes & businesses; 
burned synagogues 

C. 30,000 Jews            (#11) and sent to concentration camps 
III. Confinement to ghettos 

A.            (#12) established shortly after war begins 
B. Jews forcibly removed from            (#13) 
C. Lacked necessary amounts of food, water, and            (#14) 
D. Many died from deprivation &            (#15) 
E. High concentration in ghettos aids in later            (#16) 

IV. The “Final            (#17)” 
A. Begins after Nazis invade Soviet Union 
B. Four groups called the            (#18) (A,B,C,D) rounded up Jews, marched 

them out of villages, stripped them, lined them up, and shot them into pits 
previously dug 

C.            (#19) Massacre: 30,000-35,000 killed in 2 days 
D. By end of 1942, estimated 1.3 million killed 

V. Final Solution 
A. Wannsee Conference held in Jan. 1942; it is here where they came up with a 

“Final Solution” to the  “Jewish            (#20)” 
B. The system of rounding up people, transportation, and execution/forced 

labor camps was born (although prior to this, they already knew they wanted 
to do this) 

C. 6 killing centers (death camps) established by spring of 1942 (most infamous 
being            (#21)) 

D. Located near            (#22) to make transportation efficient 
E. Other camps existed to support death camps—slave labor camps, transit 

camps—transferred here first (or to ghetto) and then went to death camp 
F. Jews & others forced to wear            (#23) 


